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(R3) 14:00 LEICESTER, 1m 7f 113y 

Stoughton Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 45-U412 LAZARUS (IRE) 22 (7F) D 
b g Zoffany - Knysna

4 11 - 12t Sean Houlihan (5)
Amy Murphy

115

Jockey Colours: Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink stars, black cap
Timeform says: Opened hurdles account in a Huntingdon claimer (15.8f) prior to a good
second in a selling handicap later last month. Latest Flat effort best overlooked and no
surprise to see another good showing.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

2 54-4104 JACBEQUICK 13 D 
b g Calcutta - Toking N' Joken

7 11 - 11v David Noonan
D Pipe

114

Jockey Colours: Pink, black braces, white and black striped sleeves, black and pink hooped cap
Timeform says: Showed improved form to score on handicap debut at Fakenham (2m) in
October. Handicap mark suffered as a result though, and he hasn't scaled same heights
either outing since.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 45-5232 COUGAR KID (IRE) 23 CD 
b g Yeats - Western Skylark

7 11 - 11 Miss B Hampson (5)
J G M O'Shea

114

Jockey Colours: Dark green, light green epaulets and armlets
Timeform says: Course winner who again shaped well when runner-up at Hereford (2m) last
month, finishing well. Up 3 lb as a result but no surprise to see him thereabouts again.

 (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

4 094-08 PEUR DE RIEN (FR) 29 
b g Kapgarde - Tango Princess

5 11 - 7 L P Aspell
O Sherwood

110

Jockey Colours: White, red cross belts, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Well-bred sort who should come on for his respective return/handicap debut
effort at Hereford (19.6f) last month. 2 lb lower now and well worth a close check in the
betting.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

5 2346-95 FALCON SUN (FR) 23 
b g Falco - Pray For Sun

4 11 - 5bt Harry Skelton
D Skelton

108

Jockey Colours: Red, white sleeves, black stars, white cap
Timeform says: Definite signs of promise over hurdles last term and better for return when
fifth at Hereford (2m) in first-time blinkers latest. Remains early days and improvement not
ruled out.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

6 00-7311 WENCESLAUS (GER) 40 D 
b g Tiger Hill - Warrior Czarina

6 11 - 0p Daniel Hiskett (5)
D G Bridgwater

103

Jockey Colours: Dark green, red hollow box, armlets and cap
Timeform says: An improver over hurdles of late, winning 2m handicaps at Plumpton and
Uttoxeter under today's rider. Up in grade in pursuit of hat-trick but not dismissed lightly.

 (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: COUGAR KID, not for the first time this season, ran well without being seen to
best effect when runner-up at Hereford last month, a stronger gallop likely to have seen him in an even
better light. He can come out on top on this occasion, with Lazarus and the hat-trick seeking
Wenceslaus just 2 potential dangers, in a competitive contest.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: COUGAR KID (3) 
2: LAZARUS (1) 
3: WENCESLAUS (6)


